Map making professionals who go out into the
community to help integrate these technologies
are known as Geo Mentors. They establish
relationships with schools, teachers, clubs and
community leaders to educate and teach the
importance of map integration into the lives of
students.
In order to get in contact with a Geo Mentor in
Seminole County please refer to the contacts on
the back page. They can assist in helping learn
new skill and work out opportunities to educate
students on the importance of mapping
technologies.

Central Florida Geographic
Information Systems
Workshop, Inc,
www.CFGISWorkshop.org

GeoMentorContacts

Change The World of Education
Through Mapping Technologies
THE TIME FOR CHANGE IS NOW

Albert Hill

407-579-6694

Ahill@cfgisworkshop.org

Lakshmi Sankaran
Lsankaran@cfgisworkshop.org

Use map making
skills to change the
classroom
Disastershttp://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/gallery/#s=0&md=storymaps
-community:events-disasters

People & Communityhttp://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/gallery/#s=0&md=storymaps
-community:people-health

Nature & Environmenthttp://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/gallery/#s=0&md=storymaps
-community:nature-environment

THE TIME FOR CHANGE IS NOW
Do not put this off. Use this data and websites to go and
test this out for yourself. Contact a Geo Mentor. Learn a
new skill. Transform your teaching. Leave an impact.
These are FREE tools to the public so why not take
advantage of that? Help change the world of education
for the better.

Brochure subtitle or company
tagline

What are the benefits?
Educators can use these analytical map
making tools to enhance their curriculum
and take a new approach in teaching
students. By using the websites and FREE
tools provided, teachers and students can:
- Analyze data
- Create visual representations
- Construct maps
- Understand data charts
- Plot gathered data
- Read complex maps

Maps are just for Geography
teachers, correct?
Think again! The placeholders in this brochure
are already formatted for you.

For example, lets say you are a history teacher who
wants to educate his/her students on the community
historical sites and how they are depleting. Using these
tools, you can map the sites based on where they are
found geographically.

http://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/gallery/#s=0&md=sto
rymaps-community:history

Helpful Websites to Learn More:
http://learn.arcgis.com/en/arcgis-book/
-Ten big ideas about applying Geography into your world

Here are a couple of ideas…
This spot would be perfect for a mission statement.
You might use the right side of the page to summarize
how you stand out from the crowd and use the center
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http://k12statelicense.maps.arcgis.com/home/
-Blogs, Youth Education, Map Atlases, Map Layers, Public
Maps, Careers, APPs & Programs, Partners in Education
https://esri.app.box.com/agoskillbuilder
-Information on
building mapping skills

Lets say that you are a science teacher who wants to
show students where the largest amount of scientific
discoveries is. While teaching them about the individual
discoveries. With the right data an interactive map can
be made based on a timeline and type of discovery to
organize the data that is being shown to the students.
This will make learning more hands on and the
information will stick with the students.
Type a caption for your photo

http://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/gallery/#s=0&md=storymap
s-community:science-and-technology

Maps are not just plain old maps. The ones that can
be created with these simple tools are interactive
and in depth to allow maximum learning. Each one is
more unique than the last. Any type of map can be
created by the user from a historical data gathering
perspective or a scientific study or even a
sociological one. What are you waiting for?

